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D I S C OV E R
THE GREEK
OLIVE OIL
G
reek diet, as a foundation of the
Mediterranean diet and cuisine, is a
centuries-old eating lifestyle, linked to our
cultural identity and traditions. Noted as one
of the healthiest diets in the entire world it is based on
sustainability, balance and well-being having as a top
ingredient: the extra virgin olive oil.

Extra virgin olive oil, the juice of olives, fruits of
Greece’s sacred tree; the olive tree. Due to its phytonutrient
richness, it offers numerous health benefits which
extend to most of our body systems as it contributes to
a balanced diet. Also used for cosmetic reasons, olive
oil is considered one of the best natural remedies for
skin care.
It has emollient, moisturizing and antiseptic properties
and can be very effective against dry skin while
nourishing and strengthening it. Thanks to its unique
climate, unspoiled flora and divergent landforms our

homeland, the Greek island of Lesvos (Mytilene), has
been producing, since the ancient times, goods of high
gastronomic and nutritional value adding to wellbeing.

Lesvos (Mytilene or Mytilini) is the largest island in the
North Aegean Sea and Greece’s third largest island,
five nautical miles from the Turkish coast, at the opening of Adramyttinos Gulf. Characterised as “the garden
of the Aegean”, Lesvos is renowned for its rich flora
including olive trees, various orchards and aromatic
herbs, its
vibrant ecosystems, its climate and its divergent
landforms.

No wonder why Lesvos has such a long history of olive
oil production; archaeological finds have brought to
light a Bronze Age olive press dated back to 2800 2000 BC!

WE PRODUCE
WITH RESPECT
WE TRADE
FA I R LY
W

e are AEGEAN AGROFOOD, one of the largest exporters of bottled Greek Olive Oil, located on the island of Lesvos. Respecting deeply our heritage and
environment, involved in olive oil production since 1929, we are committed to environmental sustainability, high quality products which best satisfy our customers’ needs,
always showing a true passion for excellence, integrity and reliability.
Olive oil enthusiasts ourselves, we pay great attention to the strict quality, safety and hygiene standards imposed by the international institutions. Our multi-awarded company has exclusive partnerships with producers to whom we are providing scientific advice while regularly carrying out quality
controls.
We have recently relocated to new facilities investing on new infrastructure in order to support
our continuous growth. Our new facilities are applying HACCP procedures whilst we possess ISO
22000:2018, FDA, KFDA and Organic certifications (DIO, USDA, AB). With strategic partnerships in
Crete and Kalamata areas’ family groves, we are certified for the production and bottling of LESVOS
PGI, KALAMATA PDO and KOLYMVARI KRITIS PDO olive oil product series.
At each small, family olive grove of AEGEAN AGROFOOD splendor meets exclusivity, supremacy
marries with farmers’ dedication, tradition blends with cutting-edge technologies. Certified bottling
procedures, modern infrastructure, well-skilled, passionate people, strict quality controls and product
safety criteria and procedures; we reach perfection. We ensure uniqueness.
Exporting to more than 15 countries, AEGEAN AGROFOOD is more than a quality producer. We are
a reliable partner providing quality products and flawless order fulfillment, taking advantage of our
deep market understanding and our operational process. We have developed a great entrepreneurial
environment and a team consisting of excellent professionals, making AEGEAN AGROFOOD fully capable of meeting modern market-needs.

Committed to perfection, our team of
professionals brings all its passion, effort
and devotion in every stage of production.
This is, after all, evident to each final product.

Discover them!

LESVOS GOLD
AWA R D W I N N I N G
FA M I LY
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AWA R D - W I N N I N G
PREMIUM
EXTRA VIRGIN
OLIVE OIL
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LESVOS GOLD®
PREMIUM
EXTRA VIRGIN
OLIVE OIL

Experience the unique taste of Lesvos Gold; the one and only Lesvos-based “Kolovi” Monovarietal
Olive Oil, being produced in the ancient, Greek island of Lesvos (Mytilene) for more than 4.000 years.
The climate, island’s flora and landforms, producers’ love and care define this superb quality olive oil.

Characterised by the European Union as a PGI (Protected Geographical
indication) product, Lesvos Gold® is a monovarietal premium extra virgin
olive oil which comes in limited quantity in numbered bottles and derives
from “Kolovi” variety which exclusively grows on Lesvos island. It is the
olive tree variety which gives this exceptional harmony of the astringent
but also fruity flavor, the distinctive bitterness with notes of pepper of this
premium extra virgin olive oil.

AWA R D - W I N N I N G
PREMIUM
ORGANIC
EXTRA VIRGIN
OLIVE OIL
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LESVOS GOLD
PREMIUM
ORGANIC
EXTRA VIRGIN
OLIVE OIL

®

Feel the extraordinary taste of Lesvos Gold® bio; the one and only Lesvos-based “Kolovi”
Monovarietal Olive Oil, produced in Greece outstanding climate based on centuries old tradition.
Lesvos (Mytilene) unique landforms and indigenous flora along with farmers’ love and devotion
define this superb quality extra virgin olive oil.

Where
splendor
meets
exclusivity,
supremacy
marries
with
farmers’ dedication, tradition blends with bio agricultural cutting-edge
technologies; there is the sustainably produced Lesvos Gold® organic extra
virgin olive oil. Enjoy to the fullest the juices of Lesvos Island unspoiled land.

LESVOS GOLD
BE A GOURMET
EXTRA VIRGIN
OLIVE OIL
SERIES
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It’s the absolutely balanced and refined flavour of this Greek Extra Virgin Olive Oil that prove how
gourmet it indeed, is. Fruity enough, bitter enough and pungent enough as every gourmet flavour
should be!

D I S C OV E R
ALL PRODUCTS
OF THE
LESVOS GOLD
FA M I LY
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LESVOS GOLD®
PREMIUM
EXTRA VIRGIN
OLIVE OIL
CONDIMENTS

These all-natural aromatic premium extra virgin olive oils with natural extracts bring out the
flavors of every meal. The one and only Lesvos-based “Kolovi” Monovarietal Olive Oil, being
produced in the ancient, Greek island of Lesvos (Mytilene) for more than 4.000 years.
Discover the authentic culinary identity of Greece!

Experience orange and lemons fresh, soft, bright and tart notes, white truffle
luxurious taste, garlic aroma and chili spiciness in these all-natural aromatic
premium extra virgin olive oils.
Apart from English, more languages can be available.

LESVOS GOLD
PREMIUM
BALSAMIC
VINEGARS

®

These natural Greek balsamic vinegars take their intensely sweetness,
complex flavor and color from the fermentation of Corinthian currants and
selected local Greek grapes. Naturally aging in oak barrels for 5 years, they
are one of a kind taste enhancers! Genuinely natural superior balsamics!
It is Lesvos Gold®; the absolute nutritional must!

Authentic natural products with high nutritional value, well-balanced and intense taste!
Fine and delicate balsamic vinegars!

LESVOS GOLD
PREMIUM
OLIVE OIL
S OA P S

®

Discover the precious heritage Lesvos island nature has left us. Feel the breeze of the Aegean air
as well as the aromas of the Greek land travelling in every pore of your body, face and hands.
Indulge in the beneficial properties of these pure skin softening soaps with olive oil.

Greek nature’s treasure, with anti-inflammatory, antioxidant,
antiseptic and antibacterial properties. Relax with the sensual
aromas of Lesvos Gold® Pure Olive Oil Skin Softening Soaps.

WELCOME TO
COTINOS
GREEN
EXTRA VIRGIN
OLIVE OIL
FA M I LY
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WELCOME
TO
ASPILOS ELAIA
FA M I LY
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KALAMATA PDO

At the same ancient place in the Peloponnese, the famous Kalamata extra
virgin olive oil is being produced with the most modern methods but with high
respect to our tradition.

With dedication and consistency,
from our family to yours!
KOLYMVARI CHANION KRITIS PDO

It is the wild peninsula of the island of Crete and the saltiness of
the water of the Cretan Sea that make this extra virgin olive oil so
special.

Aspilos Elaia [unspoiled olive]
is our promise,
Aspilos Elaia is our olive oil!
EXTRA VIRGIN OLIVE OIL FINEST MIX

We chose the finest olive oil varieties from all over Greece whilst
finding the perfectly balanced taste! This, we bring to your plate!

NOTES

